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Abstract
Given a hypergraph with nonnegative costs on hyperedges, and a weakly supermodular function
r : 2V → Z+, where V is the vertex set, we consider the problem of 4nding a minimum cost
subset of hyperedges such that for every set S ⊆ V , there are at least r(S) hyperedges that have
at least one but no all endpoints in S. This problem captures a hypergraph generalization of the
survivable network design problem (SNDP), and also the element connectivity problem (ECP).
We present a primal–dual algorithm with a performance guarantee of d+maxH(rmax), where d
+
max is
the maximum degree of hyperedges of positive costs, rmax=maxS r(S), andH(k)=1+ 12+· · ·+ 1k .
In particular, our result contains a 2H(rmax)-approximation algorithm for ECP, which gives an
independent and complete proof for the result 4rst obtained by Jain et al. (Proceedings of the
SODA, 1999, p. 484–489).
? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given a graph with nonnegative costs on edges, the survivable network design prob-
lem (SNDP) asks to 4nd a minimum cost subset of edges such that there are at least
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rst edge-disjoint paths between each pair of distinct vertices s and t, for which rst is
prescribed. It arises from problems of designing low cost and reliable networks (see
[6]). It is known that SNDP is NP-hard even for unit costs and rst ∈{0; 1} ([14]).
Thus we focus on developing approximation algorithms. A 	-approximation algorithm
(for a minimization problem with nonnegative optimum) is a polynomial time algo-
rithm which always delivers a feasible solution whose cost is at most 	 times of the
optimum.
The 4rst approximation algorithm for SNDP is given by Williamson et al. [14].
They formalized a basic mechanism for using primal–dual method. It picks edge sets
in rmax = max rst phases, and each phase tries to augment the size of cuts with de4-
ciency. Their algorithm has a performance guarantee of 2rmax. Later Goemans et al.
[4] showed that, by augmenting the size of only those cuts with maximum de4ciency,
a 2H(rmax)-approximation algorithm can be obtained, where H(k) = 1 + 12 + · · ·+ 1k .
For a detailed overview of these algorithms, we refer the readers to the well-written
surveys [6,13]. Recently, Jain [7] showed that there is an edge e with x∗e ¿
1
2 in any
basic solution x∗ of the LP relaxation of SNDP (where the constraint xe ∈{0; 1} is
relaxed to 06 xe6 1 for every edge e). Then it is shown that an iterative rounding
process yields a 2-approximation algorithm.
Jain et al. [8] considered an extension of SNDP, the element connectivity prob-
lem (ECP). In that problem, vertices are divided into two groups: terminals and non-
terminals. Edges and nonterminals are called the elements (only edges have costs).
Each pair of terminals has connectivity requirement, specifying the least number of
element-disjoint paths to be realized. The objective is to 4nd a minimum cost span-
ning subgraph satisfying the requirements. Clearly, SNDP is a special case of ECP
with empty nonterminal set. Following the basic algorithmic schema established in
[4,14], they proposed a primal–dual approximation algorithm. By having veri4ed that
it satis4es three conditions proposed in [10], they claim that a performance guarantee
of 2H(rmax) can be achieved. We note that, however, due to a bug in [10] (see [11]),
even if the three conditions are satis4ed, it is still unclear whether the desired guarantee
can be obtained or not. In this paper, we will give an independent and complete proof
for their result.
We consider the survivable network design problem in hypergraphs (SNDPHG).
A Hypergraph is a pair H = (V; E) of a vertex set V and a hyperedge set E, where
hyperedges are nonempty subsets (of any cardinality) of V . The degree of a hyperedge
e is the cardinality of e. Thus graphs are special hypergraphs, in which the degree of
every hyperedge (i.e., edge) is 2. The de4nition of SNDPHG is obtained by replacing
edges with hyperedges in the de4nition of SNDP. Hence SNDP is a special case of
SNDPHG in graphs.
We say that ECP is also a special case of SNDPHG. To see this, consider a nonter-
minal w. Let {v1; w}; : : : ; {vk ; w} be the edges incident to w. Introducing a new terminal
wi for all i, we replace the edges {vi; w} with edges {vi; wi} and an additional hyper-
edge ew = {w1; : : : ; wk}. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Give each new edge {vi; wi} the
same cost as {vi; w}, hyperedge ew zero cost, and de4ne rst=0 if at least one of s and
t is a new terminal. Repeat this process until there is no nonterminal left. In this way,
ECP can be reduced to SNDPHG in linear time. In fact, let d+max denote the maximum
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Fig. 1. Reduce ECP to SNDPHG by replacing nonterminal with hyperedge.
degree of hyperedges with positive costs, we have shown that, ECP is a special case
of SNDPHG with d+max = 2. We note that SNDPHG can model more general network
design problems such as multicasting in communication networks [9], in which routers
can be modeled by (weighted) hyperedges.
Clearly SNDPHG is also NP-hard even for unit cost and rst ∈{0; 1}. Takeshita et
al. [12] extended the primal–dual approximation algorithm in [5] to SNDPHG with
rst ∈{0; 1}. They showed that a performance guarantee of dmax can be obtained, where
dmax is the maximum degree of hyperedges.
In this paper, we design an approximation algorithm for SNDPHG. It is based on the
primal–dual schema established in [4,14]. As a result, we show that a performance guar-
antee of d+maxH(rmax) can be obtained. Thus our result includes or improves the former
results of [4,8,14] (with d+max = 2) and [12] (with rmax = 1, notice that d
+
max6dmax).
(We note that the guarantee cannot be derived in a straightforward manner by simply
combining the results of [4,14] and [12].) Like the previous algorithms in [4,12,14],
our algorithm is also applicable to a more general problem that employs a weakly
supermodular requirement function, provided that certain conditions are satis4ed.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains de4nitions and formulation.
Section 3 presents an algorithm for the problem formulated in Section 2 that satis4es
two conditions. The performance guarantee is shown in Section 4. In Section 5 we
show that SNDPHG satis4es the two conditions.
2. Denitions and formulation
Let H = (V; E) be a hypergraph. A hyperedge e= {v1; : : : ; vk} may be treated as the
set {v1; : : : ; vk} of vertices, where each vi is called an endpoint of e. The subgraph of
H induced by a vertex subset S is H [S] , (S; E ∩ 2S). The set of neighbors of S is
(S) , {v∈V − S | ∃e∈E, v∈ e, e ∩ S 	= ∅}. The set of hyperedges incident to S is
(S) , {e∈E | ∅ 	= e ∩ S 	= e}. Let A(S) , (S) ∩ A for a hyperedge subset A. It is
well known that for any A ⊆ E, function |A| : 2V → Z+ is symmetric and submodular.
Hence |A(X )|+ |A(Y )|¿max{|A(X ∩Y )|+ |A(X ∪Y )|; |A(X −Y )|+ |A(Y −X )|}
holds for any A ⊆ E and X; Y ⊆ V .
We 4rst formulate the next generalization of SNDPHG. Given a hypergraph H =
(V; E) with nonnegative costs on the hyperedge set E, and a requirement function
r : 2V → Z+, 4nd a minimum cost set E∗ ⊆ E such that |E∗(S)|¿ r(S) for every
set S ⊆ V . (As will be seen later, SNDPHG can be formulated in this way by setting
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Fig. 2. One-to-one corresponding between hypergraph H and bipartite graph G.
r(S) = max{rst | s∈ S; t ∈V − S}:) For our convenient, we treat the problem by using
the following equivalent formulation de4ned in bipartite graph.
Denition 1 (Problem P). Let G=(T;W; E) be a bipartite graph; where T and W are
two disjoint vertex sets; and E is the set of edges between T and W . Let c :W → R+
and r : 2T → Z+ be a cost function and a requirement function; respectively. Find a
minimum cost set W ∗ ⊆ W such that |(S) ∩W ∗|¿ r(S) holds for every set S ⊆ T ;
where (S), (S) ∩ (T − S).
We call vertices in T and W terminals and nonterminals, respectively. The equiv-
alence can be easily seen by considering hyperedges as nonterminals. More precisely,
a hyperedge e = {t1; : : : ; tk} (in H) is mapped to a nonterminal we with ({we}) =
{t1; : : : ; tk} (in G), where the vertices ti are mapped to terminals (i.e., T = V ). And
vice versa. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. Notice that, for a set S ⊆ T = V , we ∈(S)
holds in G if and only if e∈ (S) holds in H . In what follows, we consider Problem
P instead of the original form de4ned in hypergraph. Notations  and  are used
with respect to the input bipartite graph G. We write Problem P as the next integer
program (IP).
(IP) min
∑
w∈W
cwxw
s:t: x((S))¿ r(S) for all S ⊆ T;
xw ∈{0; 1} for all w∈W;
where we use the notation x(A),
∑
w∈A xw for A ⊆ W .
We assume that r(∅) = r(T ) = 0 and rmax = maxS r(S)6 |W |, since otherwise there
is no feasible solution. We further assume that r satis4es two conditions. The 4rst
condition is as follows, while the second will be stated in Section 3.
Condition 1. Function r is weakly supermodular; i.e.; for any X; Y ⊆ T ;
r(X ) + r(Y )6max{r(X ∩ Y ) + r(X ∪ Y ); r(X − Y ) + r(Y − X )}: (1)
Let A(S), (S)∩A for a set A ⊆ W . By the equivalence of  in G and  in H ,
we see that function |A| : 2T → Z+ is also symmetric and submodular.
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3. A primal–dual approximation algorithm for (IP)
In this section, we present an algorithm for (IP) according to the primal–dual schema
established in [4,14]. The proof of the performance guarantee will be given in the next
section.
The de=ciency of a terminal set S ⊆ T with respect to a nonterminal set A ⊆ W
is de4ned as r(S)− |A(S)|. Hence A is feasible to (IP) if and only if the maximum
de4ciency over all S ⊆ T is nonpositive. Analogously to [4,14], our algorithm consists
of rmax phases. It starts at W0 = ∅. Let Wi−1 ⊆ W be the set of nonterminals picked so
far before the ith phase. At the beginning of phase i, the maximum de4ciency (with
respect to Wi−1) is rmax − i + 1. We decrease it by 1 in the ith phase, by adding a
set Ai ⊆ W −Wi−1. We then set Wi =Wi−1 ∪ Ai and proceed to the next phase until
i= rmax holds. The output is Wrmax , which must be feasible to (IP), since the maximum
de4ciency with respect to Wrmax is zero. In each phase i, we consider the next integer
program (IP)i to 4nd such a set Ai with the minimum cost.
(IP)i min
∑
w∈W−Wi−1
cwxw
s:t: x(W−Wi−1 (S))¿ hi(S) for all S ⊆ T;
xw ∈{0; 1} for all w∈W −Wi−1;
where function hi : 2T → {0; 1} is de4ned by
hi(S) =
{
1 if r(S)− |Wi−1 (S)|= rmax − i + 1;
0 otherwise (i:e:; r(S)− |Wi−1 (S)|6 rmax − i):
(2)
(Notice that (IP) has feasible solution if and only if so does (IP)i for all i=1; : : : ; rmax.)
Problem (IP)i is still NP-hard in general. Nevertheless, we show that it can be approxi-
mated by a primal–dual approach. To give the details, we need the notation of violated
sets.
Denition 2 (violated set). A terminal set S ⊆ T is violated with respect to a nonter-
minal set A ⊆ W −Wi−1 if hi(S) = 1 and A(S) = ∅ hold. It is a minimal violated set
if it is violated and minimal under set inclusion.
Let V(A) denote the family of minimal violated sets with respect to a set A ⊆
W−Wi−1. Clearly, A is feasible to (IP)i if and only if V(A)=∅. Under the assumption
of Condition 1, violated sets enjoy the following property.
Lemma 3. If sets X and Y are violated with respect to A ⊆ W −Wi−1; then either
X ∩ Y and X ∪ Y ; or X − Y and Y − X are violated with respect to A.
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Proof. By de4nitions of violated set and hi; we see that r(X )− |Wi−1 (X )|= r(Y )−
|Wi−1 (Y )| = rmax − i + 1 and A(X ) = A(Y ) = ∅. Since function |A| : 2T → Z+ is
symmetric and submodular; we have
|A(X ∩ Y )|+ |A(X ∪ Y )|6 |A(X )|+ |A(Y )|= 0;
|A(X − Y )|+ |A(Y − X )|6 |A(X )|+ |A(Y )|= 0:
Hence A(X ∩ Y ) = A(X ∪ Y ) = A(X − Y ) = A(Y − X ) = ∅. On the other hand;
since r is weakly supermodular (Condition 1); r−|Wi−1 | is also weakly supermodular.
Hence at least one of the next two inequalities holds.
r(X ∩ Y )− |Wi−1 (X ∩ Y )|+ r(X ∪ Y )− |Wi−1 (X ∪ Y )|
¿ r(X )− |Wi−1 (X )|+ r(Y )− |Wi−1 (Y )|= 2(rmax − i + 1); (3)
r(X − Y )− |Wi−1 (X − Y )|+ r(Y − X )− |Wi−1 (Y − X )|
¿ r(X )− |Wi−1 (X )|+ r(Y )− |Wi−1 (Y )|= 2(rmax − i + 1): (4)
However; r(S)−|Wi−1 (S)|6 rmax− i+1 holds for all S ⊆ T (since rmax− i+1 is the
maximum de4ciency). Thus we have r(S)−|Wi−1 (S)|=rmax−i+1 for S ∈{X∩Y; X∪Y}
or S ∈{X − Y; Y − X }. Therefore; either X ∩ Y and X ∪ Y ; or X − Y and Y − X are
violated with respect to A.
Two sets X and Y are said to intersect if X ∩ Y 	= ∅, X − Y 	= ∅ and Y −X 	= ∅. An
immediate conclusion from Lemma 3 is the next corollary, where, for simplicity, we
omit the words “with respect to A”.
Corollary 4. Let X be a minimal violated set. Then any violated set Y does not
intersect X ; i.e.; either X ⊆ Y or X ∩ Y = ∅ holds. Moreover; if Y is also a minimal
violated set; then X ∩ Y = ∅ holds.
We state the second condition that needs to be satis4ed.
Condition 2. For any A ⊆ W −Wi−1; the family V(A) of minimum violated sets can
be computed in polynomial time.
We now consider an algorithm for (IP)i according to the primal–dual schema [14].
For this, relax each constraint xw ∈{0; 1} to xw¿ 0 in (IP)i. The dual of this relaxation
is given by
(D)i max
∑
S⊆T
hi(S)yS
s:t:
∑
S⊆T :w∈(S)
yS6 cw for all w∈W −Wi−1;
yS¿ 0 for all S ⊆ T:
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In the following algorithm in Fig. 3, we use Nc, A, y and j to denote the reduced cost,
primal solution, dual variable and number of iterations, respectively.
Let us consider the running time. We store only those yS of positive values. Thus
step 1 takes O(|W |) time. Since |A| increases by one after each while iteration, there
are at most |W −Wi−1|6 |W | while iterations. Let  be the time bound of computing
V(A). Then steps 2, 4 and 11 can be done in  time, since A is feasible if and
only if V(A) = ∅. It is not diOcult to see that step 6 can be done in O(|T‖W |)
time (notice that |V(A)|6 |T |), and this dominates other steps. Hence the algorithm
for (IP)i takes O(|W |( + |T‖W |)) time to compute Ai. Therefore the entire time
complexity to construct the solution Wrmax =
⋃rmax
i=1 Ai is O(rmax|W |( + |T‖W |)). This
is polynomial, since  is polynomial (Condition 2) and rmax6 |W |.
4. Proof of performance guarantee
Clearly, Ai and y obtained by the algorithm in Fig. 3 are feasible to (IP)i and (D)i,
respectively. Given next is the main lemma of this paper.
Lemma 5. Let Ai and y be the output and the corresponding dual variable obtained
at the end of the primal–dual algorithm for (IP)i ; respectively. Then∑
w∈Ai
cw6d+max
∑
S⊆T
hi(S)yS holds:
Before proving Lemma 5, let us see that it implies the claimed guarantee.
Theorem 6. Let optIP be the optimum of (IP). Let Wrmax =
⋃rmax
i=1 Ai be the output of
the rmax-phases algorithm for (IP). It holds that∑
w∈Wrmax
cw6d+maxH(rmax)optIP: (5)
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of [4]; we give for completeness.
Relax the constraint xw ∈{0; 1} to 06 xw6 1 for each w∈W in (IP). The dual of
this LP relaxation of (IP) is
(D) max
∑
S⊆T
r(S)yS −
∑
w∈W
zw
s:t:
∑
S⊆T :w∈(S)
yS6 cw + zw for all w∈W;
yS¿ 0; zw¿ 0 for all S ⊆ T; w∈W:
Let optD be the optimum of (D). By the weak duality theorem, optIP¿ optD holds.
Consider phase i. Let y be the dual variable of (D)i as used in Lemma 5.
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Fig. 3. Primal–dual approximation algorithm for (IP)i .
Let
zw =


∑
S⊆T :w∈(S)
yS if w∈Wi−1;
0 otherwise (w∈W −Wi−1):
It is easy to see that (y; z) is feasible to (D). Thus
optIP¿ optD¿
∑
S⊆T
r(S)yS −
∑
w∈W
zw =
∑
S⊆T
r(S)yS −
∑
w∈Wi−1
∑
S:w∈(S)
yS
=
∑
S⊆T
r(S)yS −
∑
S⊆T
|Wi−1 (S)|yS =
∑
S⊆T
(r(S)− |Wi−1 (S)|)yS
= (rmax − i + 1)
∑
S⊆T
hi(S)yS:
The last equality follows from the facts that yS = 0 for all S with hi(S) = 0, and
hi(S) = 1 if and only if r(S)− |Wi−1 (S)|= rmax − i + 1. By Lemma 5,∑
w∈Ai
cw6 d+max
∑
S⊆T
hi(S)yS6
d+max
rmax − i + 1 optIP
⇒
∑
w∈Wrmax
cw =
rmax∑
i=1
∑
w∈Ai
cw6d+maxH(rmax)optIP:
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Thus we only need to prove Lemma 5 to ensure the performance guarantee.
Proof of Lemma 5. (The proof ends at the end of this section.) First suppose that
cw ¿ 0 holds for all w∈W . Thus d+max is the maximum degree of nonterminals. The
case in which some w∈W has zero cost is treated at the end of the proof. Let L be
the number of while iterations. Notice that; cwl =
∑L
j=1 |{S ∈Vj |wl ∈(S)}|%j holds
for all l= 1; 2; : : : ; L.Thus we have∑
w∈Ai
cw =
∑
w∈Ai
∑
16j6L
|{S ∈Vj |w∈(S)}|%j =
∑
16j6L
∑
S∈Vj
|Ai(S)|%j:
On the other hand; since yS =
∑
j:S∈Vj %j; we have∑
S⊆T
hi(S)yS =
∑
S⊆T
yS =
∑
S⊆T
∑
j:S∈Vj
%j =
∑
16j6L
∑
S∈Vj
%j =
∑
16j6L
|Vj|%j:
Thus to show Lemma 5; it suOces to show∑
S∈Vj
|Ai(S)|6d+max|Vj| for all j = 1; : : : ; L: (6)
For a set A ⊆ W − Wi−1 that is infeasible to (IP)i ; B ⊆ W − Wi−1 is called a
minimal augmentation of A if A ⊆ B and B is feasible to (IP)i but the removal of
any w∈B−A violates the feasibility. We here claim that for any infeasible A and any
minimal augmentation B of A; it holds that∑
S∈V(A)
|B(S)|6d+max|V(A)|: (7)
Then (6) holds by (7) by setting A={w1; : : : ; wj−1} and B=A∪Ai for all j=1; : : : ; L
(B is a minimal augmentation of A due to the reverse deletion steps 10–11 of the
algorithm). Thus we only need to show (7). For this, we introduce the notation of
witness set. Let U ,
⋃
S∈V(A) B(S) ⊆ B− A.
Denition 7 (witness set). Set C ⊆ T is a witness set of a nonterminal w∈U if (i)
hi(C) = 1; and (ii) B(C) = {w} are satis4ed.
Without confusion, we will use “violated set” instead of “violated set with respect
to A” for simplicity. By (i) and (ii), we see that witness set is also violated. For
any w∈U , there must exist a witness set of w, since the removal of w violates the
feasibility of B. Call {Cw | w∈U} a witness set family, where for each w∈U , exact
one witness set Cw of w is included.
Lemma 8. There exists a laminar (i.e.; intersect-free) witness set family.
Proof. Given any witness set family; we construct a laminar one. Suppose that Ca and
Cb are two intersecting witness sets of a and b; respectively. Since they are violated
sets; we see that Ca ∩Cb; Ca ∪Cb or Ca −Cb; Cb −Ca are violated sets by Lemma 3.
Suppose that Ca ∩ Cb and Ca ∪ Cb are. We show that Ca and Cb can be replaced by
Ca ∩ Cb and Ca ∪ Cb in the witness set family.
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Clearly, by the de4nition of violated set, Ca ∩ Cb and Ca ∪ Cb satisfy (i). Let
us show that (ii) are also satis4ed. By the feasibility of B, |B(Ca ∩ Cb)|¿ 1 and
|B(Ca ∪ Cb)|¿ 1 hold. However, by submodularity, we see that |B(Ca ∩ Cb)| +
|B(Ca∪Cb)|6 |B(Ca)|+ |B(Cb)|=2 holds. Hence |B(Ca∩Cb)|= |B(Ca∪Cb)|=1
holds. On the other hand, it is easy to see {a; b} ⊆ B(Ca ∩Cb)∪B(Ca ∪Cb). Hence
B(Ca ∩ Cb) = {a′} and B(Ca ∪ Cb) = {b′} must hold for {a′; b′}= {a; b}. Therefore
we can replace Ca and Cb by Ca ∩ Cb and Ca ∪ Cb in the witness set family.
Similarly, if Ca−Cb and Cb−Ca are violated sets, then we can use them to replace
Ca and Cb. In both cases, this un-intersecting process decreases the total number of
pairs of intersecting sets in the family. Thus after a 4nite number of steps in this
process, a laminar witness set family is obtained.
Let F={T}∪{Cw|w∈U} be the family obtained by adding T to a laminar witness
set family. We construct a rooted tree T from F by the set inclusion relationship: T
has |F| nodes, uC for C ∈F (to avoid confusion, we use “node” for tree T, and use
“vertex” for graph G). The root is uT , and for each nonroot node uC , the parent of uC
is the node uC′ for the minimum set C′ ∈F such that C ⊂ C′. Each minimal violated
set S ∈V(A) is associated with u(S), uC for the minimum C ∈F such that S ⊆ C.
For each C ∈F, let nC = |{S ∈V(A)|u(S) = uC}| be the number of minimal violated
sets that are associated with node uC . Let Q = {uC |nC¿ 1} be the subset of nodes
with which at least one minimal violated set is associated. It is clear that
|V(A)|=
∑
uC∈Q
nC: (8)
For a nonroot node uC , set C is a witness set, hence a violated set. Thus C must
include at least one minimal violated set. This implies that, if the degree of uC is one,
then C = u(S) holds for some S ∈V(A). In other words, nonroot nodes of degree one
belong to Q. Let d(uC) denote the degree of node uC . This observation implies that∑
uC ∈Q d(uC)¿ 2(|F| − |Q|)− 1. On the other hand,
∑
uC d(uC) = 2(|F| − 1) holds,
since T is a tree. Thus we have∑
uC∈Q
d(uC) =
∑
uC
d(uC)−
∑
uC ∈Q
d(uC)6 2|Q| − 1: (9)
We next show that∑
uC∈Q
min{d+max − 1; nC}d(uC)6d+max
∑
uC∈Q
nC: (10)
For this, let X ={uC ∈Q|nC¿d+max−1}, Y={uC ∈Q|nC=1}−X and Z=Q−X −Y .
The left-hand side of (10) is at most
(d+max − 1)
∑
uC∈X
d(uC) +
∑
uC∈Y
d(uC) + (d+max − 2)
∑
uC∈Z
d(uC)
6 (d+max − 1)
(
2(|X |+ |Y |+ |Z |)− 1−
∑
uC∈Y
d(uC)−
∑
uC∈Z
d(uC)
)
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+
∑
uC∈Y
d(uC) + (d+max − 2)
∑
uC∈Z
d(uC)
by (9) and |Q|= |X |+ |Y |+ |Z |. On the other hand, the right-hand side of (10) is at
least d+max((d
+
max − 1)|X |+ |Y |+ 2|Z |). It is then easy to see (10).
Finally we show that, for each uC ∈Q, it holds
∑
S∈V(A):u(S)=uC
|B(S)|6min{d+max − 1; nC}d(uC): (11)
Notice that (7) (hence the lemma) is implied by combining (8), (10) and (11).
Let S ∈V(A) be a minimum violated set. Consider a nonterminal w∈B(S). Let
Cw be the witness set of w in F. By Corollary 4, either S ⊆ Cw or S ∩ Cw = ∅ must
hold. Before considering the two cases, observe that, by the de4nition of witness set
family, for any C′ ∈F, C′ ⊂ Cw implies (w) ∩ C′ = ∅, whereas Cw ⊂ C′ implies
(w) ⊆ C′.
Case 1: S ⊆ Cw. Notice that there is no C′ ∈F satisfying S ⊆ C′ ⊂ Cw (otherwise
(w)∩S ⊆ (w)∩C′=∅, a contradiction). Hence S is associated with Cw (i.e., u(S)=
uCw). Let uC be the parent of uCw (it exists since Cw 	=T ). Then (w) ⊆ C holds. We
use an upward directed edge (uCw ; uC) to represent this case, that occurs for S ∈V(A)
and w∈B(S) such that u(S) = uCw . The directed edge (uCw ; uC) may not be unique,
since there may exist some other S ′ ∈V(A) such that w∈B(S ′) and u(S ′) = uCw .
Multiple edges (uCw ; uC) are allowed, but for each S
′ of such sets, only one edge is
assigned. Notice that such sets S ′ are disjoint by Corollary 4. Thus the total number
of the directed edges (uCw ; uC) is at most min{|(w)| − 1; nCw} 6min{d+max − 1; nCw}
(Recall that (w) ∩ (T − Cw) 	= ∅ holds).
Case 2: S∩Cw=∅. We say that u(S)=uC for the parent node uC of uCw . For this, we
must show two facts that, S ⊆ C and there is no C′ ∈F such that S ⊆ C′ ⊂ C. The
4rst fact can be seen by the observation that (w) ⊆ C, hence S ∩ C 	= ∅ holds. The
second fact can be seen by the de4nition of witness set family. We use a downward
directed edge (uC; uCw) to represent this case. Similarly as before, the total number of
edges (uC; uCw) is at most min{d+max − 1; nC}.
For a 4xed uC ∈Q, the two cases may be possible simultaneously. But we have seen
that, for each (undirected) edge {uC; uC′} in tree T, there are at most min{d+max−1; nC}
directed edges (uC; uC′) (upward or downward). Thus there are at most min{d+max −
1; nC}d(uC) directed edges with tail uC . On the other hand, the way that the directed
edges are produced ensures that the total number of directed edges with tail uC (over all
S ∈V(A) and all w∈B(S)) equals to
∑
S∈V(A):u(S)=uC |B(S)|. Hence (11) is shown.
Thus we have proved Lemma 5 under the assumption that cw ¿ 0 holds for every
w∈W . It is easy to see that Lemma 5 also holds in the case that there is some w∈W
of zero cost. To see this, notice that we only need to show (6) for each index j
satisfying %j ¿ 0. However, this implies that cw¿ Ncw ¿ 0 for all w∈
⋃
S∈Vj Ai−A(S).
Thus |(w)|6d+max holds for all w∈
⋃
S∈Vj Ai−A(S), and the proof is done in a
straightforward way.
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5. Survivable network design problem in hypergraphs
Let us consider SNDPHG. Using bipartite graph formulation (see Section 2), we
rewrite it as follows: given a bipartite graph G=(T;W; E) with a cost function c :W →
R+ and rst ∈Z+ for each pair of distinct s; t ∈T , 4nd a minimum cost W ∗ ⊆ W such
that G[T ∪W ∗] contains at least rst W -disjoint paths for each pair of s; t ∈T , where
W -disjoint means that no w∈W belongs to two or more paths. We 4rst show that this
is equivalent to problem P (Section 2) with function r de4ned by
r(S) = max{rst | s∈ S; t ∈T − S} for all S ⊆ T: (12)
A useful idea when considering W -disjoint paths in G is the following transformation
D from G to a digraph
→
G with edge capacities.
Denition 9 (Transformation D : G → →G). Create a copy wc and add a directed edge
(w; wc) of capacity one for each nonterminal w. Replace each undirected edge {v; w}
by directed edges (v; w) and (wc; v) of capacity +∞.
Let X c , {wc|w∈X } for X ⊆ W . In the following, a vertex in G is also treated as
a vertex in
→
G, whereas notations  and  are used only with respect to G. Given an
X ⊆ W , let us consider the digraph −−−−−−→G[T ∪ X ].
First observe that, if the capacity of a cut C (i.e., a set with ∅ 	=C ⊂ T ∪ X ∪ X c)
is 4nite, then X (S) , (S) ∩ X ⊆ C and (X (S))c ∩ C = ∅ hold for S = C ∩ T .
Hence the capacity of (any) cut C is at least |X (C ∩ T )|. Also notice that, set C′ =
S ∪ X (S) ∪ (X (S) − X (S))c is a cut if ∅ 	= S 	=T . In that case, the capacity of C′
is |X (S)|, and C′ ∩ T = S = C ∩ T holds.
On the other hand, for two terminals s; t ∈T , any k W -disjoint s; t-paths in G[T ∪X ]
can be viewed as an integer s; t-Pow of value k in
−−−−−−→
G[T ∪ X ], and vice versa. Thus X
is feasible to SNDPHG (in G) if and only if the maximum s; t-Pow in
−−−−−−→
G[T ∪ X ] has
value at least rst for each pair of distinct s; t ∈T . By the well-known maxPow–mincut
theorem [1], this equals to saying that, any s; t-cut C in
−−−−−−→
G[T ∪ X ] (i.e., a cut with
s∈C and t 	∈ C) has capacity at least rst . By the above observations, this is equivalent
to that |X (S)|¿max{rst |s∈ S, t ∈T − S} holds for all S ⊆ T . Thus SNDPHG is
equivalent to problem P with function r de4ned by (12).
We next show that Conditions 1 and 2 are satis4ed. Condition 1 can be veri4ed in
a straightforward manner. Hence we only need to show that, the minimum violated
sets with respect to any A ⊆ W −Wi−1 (in the ith phase) can be found in polynomial
time (Condition 2). In the following, for simplicity, we use “violated set” instead of
“violated set with respect to A” again.
Lemma 10. Let A˜=Wi−1∪A. Let S be a minimal violated set; where r(S)= rst holds
for s∈ S and t ∈T − S. It holds that S =Cst ∩ T for a minimal minimum s; t-cut Cst
in digraph
−−−−−−→
G[T ∪ A˜].
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Proof. Let C = S ∪ A˜(S) ∪ (A˜(S) − A˜(S))c. We show C = Cst ; which implies the
lemma. We 4rst show that C is a minimum s; t-cut. Clearly it is an s; t-cut; where
the capacity is |A˜(S)|. On the other hand; the capacity of Cst is at least |A˜(S ′)| for
S ′ = Cst ∩ T . Let us show |A˜(S)|6 |A˜(S ′)|.
Notice that S is a violated set, implying hi(S) = 1 and A(S) = ∅. Thus r(S) −
|Wi−1 (S)|= rmax − i + 1 and A(S) = ∅ hold. Hence we have
|A˜(S)|= |Wi−1 (S)|+ |A(S)|= rst − rmax + i − 1: (13)
Similarly, if S ′ is also a violated set, then we have
|A˜(S ′)|= r(S ′)− rmax + i − 1¿ rst − rmax + i − 1: (14)
(Note s∈ S ′, t ∈T − S ′.) Otherwise S ′ is not violated, we then have hi(S ′) = 1 and
A(S ′) 	= ∅, or hi(S ′) = 0. In both cases, it holds that
|A˜(S ′)|¿ r(S ′)− rmax + i¿ rst − rmax + i: (15)
Thus |A˜(S)|6 |A˜(S ′)|, hence |A˜(S)|=|A˜(S ′)| holds, implying that C is a minimum
s; t-cut. The proof above shows that S ′ is violated. Hence S ⊆ S ′ holds, which implies
C ⊆ Cst . Since Cst is minimal, we have C = Cst .
Lemma 10 shows that we can identify the minimal violated sets, by computing a
minimal minimum s; t-cut in
−−−−−−→
G[T ∪ A˜] for all pairs of s; t ∈T , and by checking if
they are violated and minimal among these O(|T |2) cuts. It is well known that the
minimal minimum s; t-cut can be found by one maxPow computation in O(p3) time
in a p-vertices digraph [3]. Thus the running time of 4nding minimal violated sets is
dominated by O(|T |2) maxPow computations. Hence our algorithm for SNDPHG can
have O(rmax|W‖T |2(|T | + |W |)3) running time. We summary the arguments so far as
the next theorem.
Theorem 11. SNDPHG can be approximated within a factor of d+maxH(rmax) in
O(rmaxmn2(n + m)3) time; where d+max is the maximum degree of hyperedges with
positive costs; rmax is the maximum requirement; m and n are the numbers of hyper-
edges and vertices; respectively.
6. Conclusion and remarks
In this paper, we have shown that SNDPHG can be approximated within a factor
of d+maxH(rmax) in polynomial time. The same guarantee is valid for more general
problems, provided that certain conditions are satis4ed. The algorithm is based on the
primal–dual schema established by Williamson et al. [4,14] for SNDP, see also [6,13].
We remark that the guarantee obtained in Lemma 5 is tight. A tight example is
illustrated in Fig. 4. There are d+p terminals v1; v2; : : : ; vd+p, where v1 is connected to
other terminals via cost 1+% nonterminals (hollow triangles in Fig. 4) for a small %¿ 0.
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Fig. 4. A tight example for Lemma 5.
Terminals v2; : : : ; vd are connected to vd+1; : : : ; vd+p via p cost-d degree-d nonterminals,
in such a way that every vi; i = 2; : : : ; d, is a neighbor of all the p nonterminals
(thus for any one of these p nonterminals, there is a unique neighbor vj of it with
d + 16 j6d + p). The objective is to 4nd a minimum cost set of nonterminals to
connect terminals v2; : : : ; vd+p.
Notice that, at the beginning of the primal–dual algorithm, the minimal violated set
family is V(∅)= {{v2}; : : : ; {vd+p}}. Thus the algorithm will assign the dual variables
to 1 for all singleton sets {vi}; i = 2; : : : ; d + p. As a result, all the nonterminals of
cost d are selected. Hence the output has cost dp. The optimal solution is, however,
the set of nonterminals of cost 1+ %. Therefore the algorithm cannot guarantee a factor
better than dp=((d+ p− 1)(1 + %)), which tends to d when p→∞ and %→ 0.
Finally, we note that, after the appearance of an extended abstract of this paper in
STACS 2001 (Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 2010, pp. 478–489), Fleischer
et al. [2] have found a 2-approximation algorithm for ECP based on iterative rounding.
On the other hand, we have shown in [15] that, any 2-approximation algorithm for
ECP can be used to obtain a (d+max2=2)-approximation algorithm for SNDPHG. Thus
SNDPHG can be approximated within factor d+max. It is of further interest to design an
eOcient algorithm that achieves (or improves) this guarantee.
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